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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

241995 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Administration Simplify presentation of the task management screen Previously, this screen displayed all running tasks, even
though some were not controllable by the administrator
and were only used for internal purposes.  The
presentation has been simplified to only display tasks with
which the administrator may interact.

241566 Feature
Enhancement

N/A BatchMail Allow users to specify secure SMTP port 587 when
configuring BatchMail

There are two new BatchMail settings.  The MAIL_PORT
and the TRANSPORT may now be specified.

242671 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

Improvement to the way in which very large numbers of
Projects are handled

Typically the PROJECT field is used to define a small
number of projects within a Business Area.  Occasionally,
administrators may want to have hundreds or thousands
of projects per business area.  The code has been
improved to allow this, and to offer better performance.

240898 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Home Page Home page shortcut buttons There is a new attribute to Home Page shortcut buttons
named CSS.  If you provide a CSS style, then the style
overrides the inbuilt button style for the Home Page
shortcut button.

242859 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Home Page Added  "Report Screen" option to the list of valid start
pages

Now that there is a separate button for the Report
function to the Query function, the Report Screen has
been added as a destination that a user can select when
they sign on to ExtraView

242810 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Column reports using the Microsoft Excel (Merge with
uploaded file) option enhancements

There are several enhancements to this feature:

1 - Data from ExtraView will no longer overwrite formulas
in the destination Excel sheet
2 - The report author may specify a starting row and
column for the ExtraView data to be written to the Excel
sheet
3 - It is now optional as to whether the column titles from
ExtraView should be written to the Excel sheet

242551 Feature
Enhancement

N/A User Custom Provide access to the CC recipient list There is a new EVMail configuration property named
EVMAIL_CC_UDF.  This can be set to the name of a user
defined field.  When this is done, the CC notification list is
added to this field.

242040 Product Bug 6.6.3 API & CLI Link within signon message on the Home Page Ends
User Session

This was fixed so that the old behavior was reinstated

242375 Product Bug 6.6.2 API & CLI evadduser - did not allow user to specify User Group in
command-line mode

This was a bug that has been fixed.

242427 Product Bug 6.6 Add & Edit Fields on repeating row did not display This was a result of a misconfigured site, where the
DISPLAY_AS_URL attribute for a field was set, yet there
was no URL provided.  The behavior has been changed
so that this does not cause an error
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242737 Product Bug 7.0 Business Rules There was a compile error with link rules A rule such as:

{UPDATE: parentLink
EXPECTED_COMPLETION_REVISED =
EXPECTED_COMPLETION_REVISED};

caused a compilation error.  This has been fixed.
242857 Product Bug 7.0 Business Rules {changed} attribute did not work for Document display

type fields
This has been fixed

243106 Product Bug 7.0 Database Script error in upgrade to 7.0 The size of the SECURITY_USER.LOGIN_ID column
was incorrect in the database and an upgrade failed.  The
column has been increased to the correct value of 128.

242371 Product Bug 7.0 General code
issues

Formatting for Text Area Fields in Email Templates
Generated From Rules Loses Formatting

This was a bug that was fixed.

242853 Product Bug 6.6.4 Import and Export Error with LOGIN_ID user field on XML import This problem was caused by an administrator placing the
LOGIN_ID field into the
OMITTED_IMPORT_USER_COLUMNS behavior setting.
This field cannot be omitted from the XML export
procedure.  If this field, or the SECURITY_USER_ID field
is placed in the OMITTED_IMPORT_USER_COLUMNS
setting, they will be ignored.

200737 Product Bug 6.3.1 Layout Editor Prevent users from puttng Data Dictionary Expression
fields on layouts

It was possible to place expression fields on EMAIL and
HISTORY layouts, although they would not provide any
functionaility there.  The code has been altered so it is no
longer possible to place these fields on these layouts.

242186 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Layout Rendering Layout Configuration Error - was unable to have a
Repeating Row field on differently named repeating row
layouts in different areas.

This has been fixed

243040 Product Bug 7.0 Layout Rendering Fields on layouts that are "hidden" with layout cell
attributes still get rendered when the permissions are set
to Read: Y Write: N

This bug was introduced in 7.0.  It has been fixed.

242530 Product Bug 6.6 Perforce
Integration

Integration daemon did not work with non-default delimiter The integration demon no longer worked if a value other
than ":" was used in the
DEFAULT_TEXT_REPORT_DELIMITER setting.  This
was fixed.

241265 Product Bug 6.6 Search / Report SCHEDULED_REPORT_RUN_AS_ROLE setting is
deprecated

This setting is no longer required and has been removed
from the database

242787 Product Bug 6.6.4 Search / Report XML Export / Import did not correctly handle nested report
folders

This problem manifested itself during an upgrade from
6.6.4 to 6.6.5.  The problem with the XML export / import
not handling report folders correctly has been resolved.
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